We investigate the computational issues related to the memory size in the estimation of quadratic covariation using financial ultra-high-frequency data. In the multivariate price process, we consider both contamination by the market microstructure noise and the non-synchronous observations. We express the multi-scale, flat-top realized kernel, non-flat-top realized kernel, preaveraging and modulated realized covariance estimators in a quadratic form and fix their bandwidth parameter at a constant value. This allows us to operate with limited memory and formulate such estimation approach as a streaming algorithm. We compare the performance of the estimators with fixed bandwidth parameter in a simulation study. We find that the estimators ensuring positive semidefiniteness require much higher bandwidth than the estimators without such constraint. et al. (2011) show that the multi-scale estimator of Zhang (2006) based on subsampling and the flattop realized kernel estimator of Barndorff-Nielsen et al. (2008) based on autocovariance combining can be expressed in a quadratic form. Furthermore, it can be shown that the pre-averaging estimator of Jacod et al. (2009) has also the quadratic form structure. Finally, when assuming a specific model for the price process, a parametric approach for the volatility estimation can also be adopted (see Aït-Sahalia et al., 2005 , 2010 Xiu, 2010; Holý and Tomanová, 2018) . Precise estimation of volatility is the cornerstone of derivative pricing (see e.g. and risk management (see e.g. Žikeš and Baruník, 2015) .
Introduction
In finance, Engle (2000) coined the term ultra-high-frequency data referring to irregularly spaced time series recorded at the highest possible frequency corresponding to each transaction or change in bid/ask offer. Financial high-frequency time series include stock prices, foreign exchange rates and commodity prices. The availability of these high-frequency data allows econometricians to construct more precise models while facing some new challenges.
A key object in financial econometrics is volatility of the price process. For continuous processes, volatility over a given time interval (e.g. a day) is typically measured by the quadratic variation (see e.g. Andersen et al., 2001; Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard, 2002) . In the theoretically ideal setting for the price process, it can be straightforwardly estimated by the realized variance. In practice, however, the so-called efficient price is concealed as the observed prices are contaminated by the market microstructure noise making the realized variance significantly biased at high frequencies.
The market microstructure noise is caused by various frictions in the trading process such as discretness of price values, bid-ask spread and information effects (see e.g. Hansen and Lunde, 2006) .
One way to deal with the market microstructure noise is to sample the price process at lower frequencies and find the optimal trade-off between the bias due to noise and precision (see Aït-Sahalia et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2005; . A better way is to utilize estimators robust to the noise with the full dataset. There are three dominant approaches in non-parametric estimation of quadratic variation: subsampling (see Zhang et al., 2005; Zhang, 2006; Nolte and Voev, 2012; Aït-Sahalia et al., 2011) , autocovariance combining (see Barndorff-Nielsen et al., 2008 ) and pre-averaging (see Jacod et al., 2009; Hautsch and Podolskij, 2013; Jacod and Mykland, 2015) . These estimators have different motivations but very similar structure in the end. Sun (2006) and Andersen 2 Theoretical Framework
Efficient Price Process
We utilize the standard framework for the price process. Let us denote the m-dimensional logarithmic efficient price as P t in continuous time t ≥ 0. We consider the efficient price to follow a multivariate continuous Itô semimartingale given by
where µ s is a multivariate finite variation càdlàg drift process, σ s is a multivariate adapted càdlàg volatility process and W s is a vector of independent Wiener processes. This class is quite general as µ s and σ s can vary over time. However, a limitation is that we do not consider jumps in this model as the process is defined to have continuous paths.
Quadratic Covariation
Without the loss of generality, we restrict ourselves to the time interval [0, 1]. The quadratic covariation of the process P t on [0, 1] is then given by
where plim denotes the limit in probability and ∆ n = max{T 1 − T 0 , T 2 − T 1 , . . . , T n − T n−1 } is the maximal lag between observations of synchronized partitions 0 = T 0 < T 1 < · · · < T n = 1. Of course as ∆ n → 0, we have that n → ∞. In our case of the continuous Itô semimartingale, the quadratic variation is identical to the integrated covariance given by
For general semimartingales, however, they differ due to the jump component.
Observed Price Process
Let us consider that we observe the m-dimensional price process at non-synchronous discrete times. Furthermore, the observed price process is contaminated by the market microstructure noise. Let us denote the k-th univariate observed price process as X k i at discrete times 0 ≤ T k 0 < T k 1 < · · · < T k n k ≤ 1. Note that the observations can be irregularly spaced. The k-the component of the latent price process P k t and the observed price process X k i are then related as
where E k i is the market microstructure noise with zero expected value and standard deviation ω k . At this point, we do not impose additional assumptions on the noise E k i as various estimators require various assumptions. We refer to the respective papers of the individual estimators for more details. In an empirical study of financial markets, Hansen and Lunde (2006) show that the market microstructure noise is dependent both on its past values and the efficient price process.
Data Synchronisation
Next, we synchronize observation times. Similarly to Harris et al. (1995) , we define the refresh times 0 ≤ T 0 < T 1 < · · · < T n ≤ 1 in the following way. Let the initial refresh time be
Next, let the subsequent refresh times be
Martens (2004) uses this scheme for the realized covariance. Barndorff-Nielsen et al. (2011) shows that this synchronisation leads to consistent estimates of quadratic covariation by the realized kernel estimator while Christensen et al. (2010) present similar results for the modulated realized covariance estimator. After the synchronisation, we can write the m-dimensional observed price process as X i = (X 1 i , X 2 i , . . . , X m i ) and the market microstructure noise as
denote the matrix of the observed returns with rows indicating the asset and columns corresponding to the time. Of course, not all prices are observed exactly at the same moment corresponding to a refresh time. Often, a new price of only a single asset is observed. For the other assets, the last observed price is utilized. This is similar to the previous-tick approach but the price interpolation is performed only at refresh times instead of all observation times.
Streaming Estimation of Quadratic Variation

Class of Quadratic Estimators
We estimate the quadratic covariation QV in the presence of the market microstructure noise by various non-parametric methods within a unified framework based on a quadratic form. Sun (2006) and Andersen et al. (2011) consider the class of quadratic estimators in the univariate case of quadratic variation. The estimators of quadratic covariation in the quadratic class based on the returns Y i can be formulated as
where W = (w i,j ) n,n i=1,j=1 are weights associated with a given estimator. The formula can also be rewritten in a quadratic form for the actual prices X i as
where weights V = (v i,j ) n,n i=0,j=0 are given by V = F W F . The elements of matrix F = (f i,j ) n,n i=1,j=0
are given by
Streaming Approach
In general, the computation of quadratic form cannot be formulated as a streaming algorithm as each observation is required to be stored in the memory. However, we can impose restrictions on the weight matrix W in order to make the computation streaming. Let the elements of the weight matrix W meet
where u = (u 0 , . . . , u h−1 ) is the updating vector determining a given streaming estimator. Matrix W is therefore symmetric (2h − 1)-diagonal matrix in which the elements in the main diagonal and each lower and upper diagonal are the same and determined by the updating vector u. At time T i , the quadratic estimator can then be recursively computed as Besides the previous matrix QE i−1 and the vector of the current observations Y i , we need to store the vectors of the previous observations Y i−1 , . . . , Y i−h+1 in the memory. In total, that is m(m + h) real numbers. In the following sections, we show that many estimators of quadratic covariation can be expressed in a quadratic form (7) with restriction (10) if the bandwidth of the estimators is fixed at h and the possible edge effects are omitted. On one hand, fixed bandwidth leads to sub-optimal performance of the estimators. On the other hand, it makes the estimation of quadratic variation in the presence of the market microstructure noise a streaming algorithm. We define the edge effects as deviations of weights w ij in the left upper corner i, j = 1, . . . , h − 1 and the right lower corner i, j = n − h + 2, . . . , n from the values suggested by the updating vector u. The multi-scale, pre-averaging and modulated realized covariation estimators possess the edge effects (see figures 4, 7 and 8 respectively) while both the flat-top and non-flat-top realized kernel estimators do not have them (see figures 5 and 6 respectively). Jacod et al. (2009) argue that the the edge effects are asymptotically unbiased in the case of the pre-averaging estimator and allows for a simpler central limit theorem than in the case of the flat-top realized kernel estimator. In our streaming application, however, it is more suitable to omit the edge effects and modify all considered estimators in the fashion of Barndorff-Nielsen et al. (2008) .
Realized Covariation
A natural estimator of the quadratic covariation is the realized covariance defined as
In the absence of the noise, it is a consistent estimator of the quadratic covariation. In the presence of the noise, however, it is biased and inconsistent. Note that in the asymptotics for n → ∞, the time interval remains [0, 1] but the frequency of observations increases. The realized covariance can be easily expressed as a quadratic estimator using the weight matrix W RV,n = I. An example of this weight matrix is shown in Figure 1 . The updating vector is simply u RV,n = (1, 0, . . . , 0) .
Multi-Scale Estimator
The variances computed at a lower frequency with realized variance at the highest possible frequency. The first term serves as a biased estimate of quadratic variation while the second term estimates the noise variance and therefore functions as the bias correction. Zhang (2006) further generalizes the two-scale estimator to the multi-scale estimator based on average realized variances computed at multiple frequencies. Aït-Sahalia et al. (2011) shows that the multi-scale estimator is robust to serial dependency in the market microstructure noise. In the subsampling spirit, Nolte and Voev (2012) propose to combine average realized variances using the least squares. Extensions to quadratic covariation estimation are proposed by Palandri (2006) , Nolte and Voev (2008) , Zhang (2011) and Bibinger (2011) . Before presenting the multi-scale estimator, we need to define some preliminary quantities. First, we introduce the sparse realized covariance which is simply the realized covariance at a lower frequency. Let l denote the lag of the initial observation and s denote the sampling interval. For example l = 1 and s = 4 would correspond to observations at times {T 1 , T 5 , T 9 , T 13 , . . .}. The number of observed prices utilized in the estimation is then (n − l)/s + 1, where · denotes rounding down. The sparse realized covariance is defined as
It can be expressed as a quadratic estimator using the weight matrix W SRV,n,l,s given by elements
Figure 2 shows visualisation of the quadratic form. However, the sparse realized covariance cannot be expressed using the updating vector as it does not meet the requirements given by (10). Next, we introduce the average realized covariance. As the sparse realized covariance uses only a fraction of available observations, it is natural to utilize all observations by averaging sparse realized covariances over subgrids given by different lag of the initial observation l. For a given sampling interval s, the average realized covariance is defined as Although this approach reduces the impact of the market microstructure noise, the average realized variance is still a biased estimator of the quadratic variation. It can be expressed as a quadratic estimator using the weight matrix
This weight matrix is shown in Figure 3 . The updating vector u ARV,n,s omitting the edge effects is given by elements u ARV,n,s i = s − i s for i = 0, . . . , s − 1.
Finally, we present the multi-scale estimator of Zhang (2006) . It is a weighted average of the average realized variances based on the sampling intervals ranging from 1 up to the bandwidth h. The estimator is given by
where A(s, h) is the weight function. Zhang (2006) suggests to use
The weight matrix is given by
It is illustrated in Figure 4 . The updating vector u M SE,n,h omitting the edge effects is given by elements 
Realized Kernel Estimator
Another approach for the robust estimation of the quadratic variation is combining realized autocovariances using kernel functions. Barndorff-Nielsen et al. (2008) 
where K(·) is a kernel function and RA n,l is the realized autocovariance defined as
and RA n,−l for l < 0. Barndorff-Nielsen et al. (2008) consider many kernel functions and find that the modified Tukey-Hanning kernel of order 2 is near efficient. It is defined as
The flat-top realized kernel estimator can be expressed as a quadratic form with weight matrix W RKE,n,h given by elements
It is illustrated in Figure 5 . The updating vector u RKE,n,h is given by elements u RKE,n,h i = 1 for i = 0, 
The non-flat-top realized kernel estimator can be expressed as a quadratic form with weight matrix W P D-RKE,n,h given by elements
It is illustrated in Figure 6 . The updating vector u P D-RKE,n,h is simply given by elements
Pre-Averaging Estimator
The third class of estimators we present is the pre-averaging estimators pioneered by Jacod et al. (2009) . The idea is to locally average returns and then sum their squares. Hautsch and Podolskij (2013) extend the theory of pre-averaging estimators to accommodate for serial dependence in the market microstructure noise and jumps in the price process. Jacod and Mykland (2015) propose an adaptive method for the choice of the bandwidth parameter. Christensen et al. (2010) extend the pre-averaging estimator to the multivariate setting and use the name modulated realized covariance instead. The pre-averaging estimator of Jacod et al. (2009) is based on the averaged returns given bȳ
where G(·) is a suitable weight function. Jacod et al. (2009) suggest to use
The pre-averaging estimator is then defined as
where
The realized variance term serves as the bias correction. Note that similarly to Jacod and Mykland (2015) , we use a simpler expression of the estimator than the one introduced in Jacod et al. (2009) and omit terms related to the asymptotics of the bandwidth parameter. We also do not include the adjustment for the sample size as the final number of observations is unknown in the typical streaming setting. The pre-averaging estimator can be expressed as a quadratic estimator using the weight matrix W P AE,n,h given by elements The weight matrix is illustrated in Figure 7 . The updating vector u P AE,n,h omitting the edge effects is given by elements
When the bias correction term in (33) is omitted, the resulting estimator is guaranteed to be positive semidefinite. Similary to the non-flat-top realized kernel estimator, however, it has suboptimal convergence rate. Christensen et al. (2010) define the modulated realized covariance estimator as
The weight matrix W P D-P AE,n,h is given by elements w P D-P AE,n,h
(38) This weight matrix is shown in Figure 8 . The updating vector u P D-P AE,n,h omitting the edge effects is given by elements
4 Simulation Study
Setup for Simulations
To compare the finite-sample performance of the estimators, we conduct a simulation study. We consider the same model for the observed price process as Barndorff-Nielsen et al. (2011) . The individual efficient price P k , k = 1, . . . , m, in continuous time follows where component V k and the common factor F k are respectively given by
and B 0 , B 1 , . . . , B m are independent Wiener processes. The volatility process S k is given by
We restrict ourselves to two-dimensional processes, i.e. m = 2. We generate the observation times T k i by two independent Poisson point processes with scale parameters λ = (λ 1 , λ 2 ). We standardize time so that one unit corresponds to one second in 6.5 hours long trading day. The time window for which we compute the quadratic covariation is therefore 23 400 seconds long. In the case of two independent Poisson processes, the refresh time sampling results in the average number of observations n = 23 400
We contaminate the efficient prices by the market microstructure noise. The observed prices X k are then
The simulations are perfomed 1 000 times, i.e. we simulate 1 000 days. The volatility process (42) is simulated using the exact simulation algorithm for the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. The first observation on each day is generated using the stationary distribution Q k 0 ∼ N 0, (−2θ) −1 . The efficient price process (40) with its components (41) is simulated using the Euler method. The initial observation is set to P k 0 = 0. As in Barndorff-Nielsen et al. (2011) , we set the parameter values for the efficient prices to µ = 0.03, ρ = −0.3, α = −0.3125, β = 0.125 and θ = −0.025. Such values reflect the empirical properties of financial markets and result in the expected value of quadratic covariation given by E [QV ] = 1.00 0.67 0.67 1.00 .
Furthermore, we consider three scenarios for the noiseξ 2 = 0 (denoted as None), ξ 2 = 0.001 (denoted as Small) and ξ 2 = 0.01 (denoted as Large). Finally, we consider two scenarios for the sample size δ = (1, 0.5) (denoted as Moderate) and δ = (0.1, 0.05) (denoted as High). We choose much higher frequencies than Barndorff-Nielsen et al. (2011) to reflect the current trading behaviour. The scenario with moderate frequency has on average 23 400 and 46 800 observations respectively while the high frequency scenario has 234 000 and 468 000 observations respectively. After the refresh time sampling, we have on average 20 057 observations for the moderate frequency and 200 571 observations for the high frequency.
Results
The results of the simulation study are reported in Table 1 , Figure 9 and Figure 10 . In Table 1 , we choose the best performing bandwidth parameter according to the root-mean-square error. In figures 9 and 10, we investigate the behaviour of the root-mean-square error for values of the bandwidth parameter ranging from 2 to 1 000 (regardless of the number of observations). The realized variance is the best estimator in the univariate case when there is no market micsrostructure noise. When the noise is present, however, realized variance is significantly biased with increasing frequency. In the multivariate case, the realized covariance is negatively biased under the refresh time sampling. These are both standard results well covered in the literature.
The multi-scale, flat-top realized kernel and pre-averaging estimators perform comparably. They have lower root-mean-square error of the univariate estimates than the non-flat-top realized kernel and modulated realized covariance estimators in the presence of the market microstructure noise. However, they do not ensure positive semidefiniteness, which is a major drawback. Table 1 with figures 9 and 10 show that the multi-scale estimator requires the lowest bandwidth for the optimal performance and is the best choice when the bandwidth is lower than optimal. As this is the natural situation in the streaming setting, we recommend to adopt the multi-scale estimator in practice when the memory is limited. When the bandwidth is higher than optimal, however, the flat-top realized kernel estimator is most precise. The pre-averaging estimator represents the middle way.
The non-flat-top realized kernel and modulated realized covariance estimators ensure positive semidefiniteness. On the other hand, they are less precise and require higher bandwidth in the univariate case as shown in Table 1 and figures 9 and 10. In the case of quadratic covariation between two series, however, they are quite comparable to the estimators not ensuring positive semidefiniteness. Interestingly, the non-flat-top realized kernel estimator has almost identical performance as the modulated realized covariance estimator even though they structure differs as illustrated in figures 6 and 8. As positive semidefinite covariance matrix is quite reasonable requirement, either of these two methods should be utilized when the bandwidth parameter is not limited.
Conclusion
We deal with the estimation of the quadratic covariation using financial ultra-high-frequency data exhibiting the market microstructure noise and non-synchronous observations. To our knowledge, the high-frequency literature lacks a comprehensive overview of quadratic covariation estimators in a unified framework. We remedy this and present the multi-scale, flat-top realized kernel, non-flattop realized kernel, pre-averaging and modulated realized covariance estimators in a quadratic form. We also illustrate differences in the structure between the individual estimators. This is the first contribution of the paper.
We approach the problem of quadratic covariation estimation from the computational point of view focusing on limited memory. We utilize the convenient quadratic structure and show that the estimates can be computed by a streaming algorithm when the bandwith is fixed and the edge effects are omitted. The streaming representation of the estimators is crucial especially when the covariance matrix is vast. This is the second contribution of the paper.
We compare the finite-sample performance of the estimators with fixed bandwidth using simulations. We find that for small bandwidth, the multi-scale estimator is the most precise. The flat-top realized kernel and pre-averaging estimator, however, perform very similarly. In contrast, the non-flat-top realized kernel and modulated realized covariance estimators which ensure positive semidefiniteness require much higher bandwidth than the estimators without such constraint. This is the third contribution of the paper. Our results find their use in the implementation of the quadratic covariation estimators in practice. Financial applications include derivative pricing, risk management, portfolio allocation and highfrequency trading.
